
Location Activity
Recommended 
Length of Visit 
(...)

Cost approx. Notes

START Helsinki, Finland Flight various various

If you can get a direct flight to Ivalo, great.  If you can get a 
flight with no layover even better.  If you have a 24 hour 
layover, as many flights do, enjoy Finland's capital for a 
day!

TRAVEL From Helsinki to Ivalo Flight 1:35 minute 
flight various This flight can be easily bundled in with your flight to 

Helsinki.

TRAVEL Ivalo Airport Pick up rental car. various
All but one activity can be done by public transportation 
on this trip.  If you do not want to drive in the snow many 
hotels and activities offer shuttles.

STAY Ivalo Hotel This is your hotel for 2 nights. € 220 www.hotelivalo.fi/index.php/en/

ACTIVITY Ivalo Hotel Morning snow shoe! (45 minutes) FREE Gear comes with your room, enjoy a morning explor 
around the forest and frozen river.

VISIT Wild Spirit Park
Inarijärventie 374, Inari, Finland

Wildlife refuge, guided tour 
and some petting and feeding 
of animals.

(2 hours) €8pp Tiina is passionate about her rescue and her love is 
infections and gives this place a special spark.

STAY Ivalo Hotel, Club Nord Ice Carting (1 hour) €50pp hotelivalo@hotelivalo.fi
Contact info, prebooking not required but recommended.

ACTIVITY Hotel Ivalo Watch the sun set from a 
wooden jacuzzi.  (30 minutes) FREE with room. Lovely Jacuzzi in it's own little room facing the sunset.  The 

restaurant is ok and has an amazing bar selection!
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TRAVEL
Bus/Drive/Taxi to
Husky& Co. 
saariseläntie 10, 99830 Saariselkä

ACTIVITY Husky & Co. Half Day Dog Sled! Dog sledding (5 hours) €100pp Great guides, wonderful lunch stop and very fun doggies!  I 
had no idea how much they love to run.

TRAVEL

Bus/Drive/Taxi to
Wilderness Lodge Muotka
Muotkantie 204, 99830 Saariselkä, 
Finland

 STAY Wilderness Lodge Muotka This is your hotel for 2 nights. € 310
http://nellim.fi/
We stayed in the Aurora Bubble and woke up in the middle 
of the night under an amazing show!

EAT
Laanilan Kievari
Rovaniementie 3410, 99830 
Saariselkä, Finland

Wonderful local food (2 hours)

ACTIVITY Muotka Lodge onsite Cross Country Ski (1.5 hours) €50pp
There are a lot of options of things to do from this hotel if 
you would prefer another husky trip, reindeer ride snow 
mobile and more!

ACTIVITY Muotka Lodge onsite Sauna (1 hour) FREE with room. Wonderful sauna - make sure you make a booking!

TRAVEL Saariselka Afternoon on the town (3-4 hours) various Saariselka is a little tourist trap with lots of stores, food, 
putput golf and more.

EAT
Laanilan Kievari
Rovaniementie 3410, 99830 
Saariselkä, Finland

Wonderful local food (2 hours) We went here twice!!  We never do that on vacation, that is 
how good it is.

ACTIVITY Aurora Borealis snow mobile.  Either 
with Husky & Co. or Muotka Lodge.

Looking for the aurora 
borealis while driving around 
in the snow.

(5 hours) €110pp This activity is actually best done on a clear night.  
Whatever night that may be.
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TRAVEL Time to go home :(
Car/bus/taxi back to Ivalo air Traveling home. na various

The Helsinki Airport will probably have a layover again.  If 
you can grab a snak on your way, it is the most expensive 
airport I have ever been at.
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